Abstract-In this paper, the secrecy-rate characteristics of multitier downlink heterogeneous networks under generalized fading model is investigated for two types of base-station (BS)-user(s) association scenarios. Each tier within the network has a single multiantenna BS that intends to serve multiple single-antenna mobile users. These users are assumed to be distributed according to homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) with particular density parameter. Single-antenna eavesdroppers which intend to wiretap the communication between the chosen BS and intended mobile user are also assumed to coexist within the network distributed as PPP with different intensity parameter. We have adopted the maximum received path gain, rather than distance, as a metric to describe the association scenario between a BS and typical user. Therefore, a typical user associates itself with: 1) a BS that provides the user with the maximum path gain or 2) any potential BS that provides the kth maximum path gain to the user. Using stochastic geometry as a tool, the received path gain distributions and the achievable average secrecy rate expressions from the perspective of association with the "best" and the kth best BS are analyzed analytically. Tractable numerical and simulation results are presented under various assumptions of fading scenario, path loss exponent, eavesdropper density, and antenna figures to support the lemmas and propositions stated within this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OBILE wireless networks are undoubtedly one of the major drivers of economic growth and industrial development in modern societies. This central role explains the current trends which unequivocally indicate the fact that in the near future wireless cellular systems must cope with the tenfold increase in the user capacity coupled with a tenfold decrease in energy consumption [1] , [2] . Moreover, current mobile networks face challenge in the form of dealing with users with nonuniform demand parameters such as average bandwidth or data rate required and maximum allowed bit or symbol error rate coupled with the relative speed of the mobile user.
Consequently, research on the fifth generation (5G) wireless systems are starting to elucidate the inevitable crunch and in fact promising outcomes in terms of boosting the data rate, serving more number of users, being able to achieve smooth hand-offs, and providing reduced latency are becoming abundant over the course of the past decade [3] . As an example, one way of achieving this goal is via introducing some architectural enhancements to the existing network in such away that it becomes a mixture of network tiers of different size. Each tier will possess its own base-station (BS) and diverse heterogeneous end devices access the medium at any location by associating themselves with the BS that provides the user with the highest received path loss or with the BS located in close proximity to the user. The BSs are connected each other and to the macro-BS via backhaul link. The topological enhancement will create additional spatial domain to the existing technology that will serve as a means to boost the spectral efficiency of the system [4] . Moreover, topological enhancement coupled with deploying large number of antenna arrays at the BS provides further gain in terms of increased degrees of freedom and power efficiency [5] .
Over the past decade, the multicell architecture of wireless systems has been an active area of research. To name a few, Rappaport and Hu [6] and Lagrange [7] proposed a hierarchical overlaid network scheme of macro and microcellular networks as a strategy to achieve high system performance and as a means to broaden the network coverage area. The resulting overflow traffic analysis is analyzed mathematically via multistep algorithm [8] . Recently, this network architecture is being implemented widely in current 5G system as it gives huge improvements in terms of network and link capacity demands via efficiently utilizing the available scarce frequency resource at the expense of promoting interference from nearby transmissions [9] - [11] .
On the other hand, the continuing trend of miniaturization and growing demands for information are two major responsible drivers of new communication paradigms such as Internet of Things (IoT). The embedded nature of IoT networks implies not only power-limitation of devices, but also a likelihood that a greater share of traffic will include highly sensitive and personal information, which together call for new wireless security mechanisms that do not rely on the overhead-heavy and coordination-intense cryptographic protocols of today.
Information-theoretical physical layer security is a promising alternative for protection against malicious eavesdroppers without the need of generating, exchanging, and employing cryptographic keys [12] . Physical layer security provides a set of mechanisms that makes use of the properties of the physical layer to make the eavesdropper unable to tap transmitted messages to the intended receiver. It aims at exploiting the randomness which is inherent in noisy channels to provide an additional level of protection at the physical layer. It is also an upcoming research area that seeks the possibility of achieving perfect secrecy in the wireless communications while the presence of eavesdroppers and leaking minimum possible information to them. The interesting concept is to make use of physical layer characteristics to improve the security and reliability.
One approach to meet such requirements was first proposed by Wyner [13] , who laid foundations of informationtheoretic security, introduced the concept of a wire-tap discrete memoryless channel and analyzed its inherent achievable secrecy rate capacity, i.e., the existence of perfect message confidentiality. Thereafter, Cheong and Hellman [14] , Csiszár and Körner [15] , and Bloch et al. [16] made considerable efforts to develop information-theoretic security, which enhances the chance of achieving secure communication in the presence of eavesdroppers. Since then, the notion of physical layer security has been extended to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [14] , broadcast wireless channel [15] , and fading channels [16] . The secrecy outage analysis for a single antenna BS over fading channels is investigated in [16] - [18] while for more practical MIMO wiretap channels [19] - [21] .
On the other side, the notion of stochastic (network) geometry has a fundamental effect on the secrecy performance of the cellular network. In fact, the secrecy capacity relies vastly on the location of the receiver terminal and other interfering transmitters as well as this directly affects the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio for a specific channel propagation scenario. For the practical transmission, spatial distribution of communication nodes takes important role in secrecy performance [22] - [24] . When studying security in random wireless networks, stochastic-geometric tools such as Poisson point process (PPP) are explored to investigate intrinsic security [22] . From context of heterogeneous wireless networks, stochastic geometry approach was implemented in [25] to study the aggregate effect of the interferes over heterogeneous networks composed of narrowband and ultrawideband wireless nodes. More recently, ElSawy et al. [11] analyzed the impact of stochastic modeling in order to characterize the interference and provided with accurate performance bound in multitier and cognitive cellular wireless networks.
The secrecy capacity of unicast links in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers was investigated in [26] , where the transmission to the kth legitimate node was based on the order of BS-user distance. To this point, Zhou et al. [27] characterized the throughput of secure communications in decentralized wireless networks and derived closed form solutions for secrecy transmission capacity. Although there is an increasing tendency of research on intrinsic secrecy in random wireless networks, several recent works focus on a particular fading characteristics, for instance, Rayleigh [27] , composite [28] , and log-normal [29] . However, in this paper we have devised the secrecy analysis on a general fading model that can easily mapped to any of the above mentioned fading scenarios.
However, there exist few articles addressing the security issue in multitier heterogeneous networks. In fact, a pioneer work was published recently by Lv et al. [30] . Lv et al. [30] proposed sequential and joint secrecy transmit beamforming algorithms for two-tier heterogeneous network where coordination exists among the macrocell and the adjacent microcells BS. Here, we intend to contribute another perspective of the secrecy analysis assuming perfect interference mitigation scheme is designed so that a particular cell doesn't suffer from a co-channel interference resulting from the adjacent cells. Moreover, each mobile user associates itself with the serving BS based on the maximum received path gain rather than its distance from the BSs.
Based on association criteria, Wang et al. [31] analyzed physical layer security in cellular networks where users are generally connected to the BS in terms of either BS to user distance or received signal power. However, the secrecy may not always be conditioned on the distances between the users/eavesdroppers from the respective BS as has been done conventionally, but on the maximum received path gain. Depending on propagation medium, users receive the message from either the "best" BS or the kth best BS. Therefore, the achievable secrecy on this link depends on such receiving signal at user and eavesdropper. This paper stems out of this perspective and in the subsequent sections, we study the impact of topology onto the secrecy performance thoroughly.
In general, we considered two types of BS-user association. The first is when a typical users attaches itself with the best BS that provides it with the maximum received path gain out of a group of active BSs. While, in the second scenario, the best BS can be any potential BS, regardless its distance from the user, that provides the kth maximum path gain to the considered mobile user. In line with this, we have derived the path gain distribution from a legitimate user and eavesdropper perspective followed by the asymptotic closed form expressions for achievable secrecy rate distributions under generalized fading model. To best of author's knowledge, secrecy rate analysis under the kth best path gain distribution between the BS and the typical user has not been investigated in the literature so far.
The contributions of this paper are multifold. 1) Unlike the models studied in [24] and [27] , which considered a single antenna at the nodes, we study the secrecy outage of random multitier heterogeneous networks where nodes are equipped with multiple antennas. 2) To generalize the path loss model, we study a general fading model while taking Rayleigh fading as a special case which is commonly analyzed in [32] . 3) We derive the received path gain distributions of the typical user and the eavesdropper from the best and the kth best BS. 4) Using the above results, we derive the secrecy rate distribution for different scenarios with respect to the received path gain from any random BS and the kth best BS under a general fading model. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II, where the formulations of the secrecy capacity and secrecy rate distributions are also briefly revised, while in Section III, we characterize the path gain distributions of the BSs to the mobile users and the eavesdroppers. Moreover, the closed form expressions for the secrecy rate distribution are derived under generalized fading scenario. Based on these derived expressions, numerical results are shown and briefly discussed in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are offered in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We considered a downlink I-tier heterogeneous network as shown in Fig. 1 . The macrocell BSs are depicted by hollow squares while the gray faced circles represents the BSs for the micro-, pico-, and femto-cells. The eavesdroppers are shown by the "×" marker. The ellipses represent the coverage area of the multiple tiers of the heterogeneous network.
The BSs serve users that lie within their respective broadcast regions without incurring interference to the adjacent cells. All the nodes are distributed over an Euclidean space of dimension 2, modeled by a homogeneous PPP with distinct density parameter [33] . It is assumed that the BSs at the ith tier, where i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, are equipped with N i t antennas which attempts to transmit information securely to M mobile users randomly distributed across the coverage area of the macrocell BS provided that N i t ≥ M. The BS at the ith tier transmits with a total power of P i . Meanwhile, single antenna eavesdroppers intend to wiretap the message transmitted to the intended legitimate user.
The BS nodes (transmitters) location process can be represented by s and for the eavesdroppers e with density parameters λ s and λ e , respectively. Furthermore, the location process of the transmitters and eavesdroppers are assumed to be independent to each other. Each legitimate node (mobile user) and eavesdropper is equipped with single antenna, and without loss of generality, we consider a typical (target) mobile user at the origin of the coordinate system and considered as the center of our analyses. Note that the summary of the notations used throughout this paper is shown in Table I .
Consider a generic BS form the ith tier wishes to transmit information to typical user within its contention region, in the presence of eavesdroppers, subjected to generalized fading and path loss governed by the exponent α. Thus, the channel vector g mk ∈ C 1×N i t from the kth BS to the mth receiver is given according to
where h mk is denotes a zero mean and unit variance complex Gaussian fading envelope from serving kth BS to mth user; r mk represents the distance among them and a mk is the uniform linear array manifold vector at the serving BS which is given as
We assume that the channel state information (CSI) between the BS and the typical user is perfectly known while the CSI of the BS-eavesdroppers channel is not available. In addition, the eavesdroppers are assumed to act as passive listeners. Thus, the signals received by the mth user and the eth eavesdropper from the kth BS is given as
where s stands for the transmitted information vectors drawn from a constellation of unit energy, i.e., E[|s| 2 ] = 1; n mk and n ek are the corresponding AWGN at the mth user and the eth eavesdropper, respectively, with zero mean and variance σ 2 ; u represents the transmit beamforming vector that can maximize the received signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receiver. Mathematically, it is given as
The random channel gain between the BS and the typical user/any eavesdropper can now be, respectively, defined as 1
where G e is the antenna array gain function given as
where cos θ k − cos θ e and Sinc(π x) sin(π x)/π x. Thus, the secrecy capacity between any kth BS and a typical user is [14] , [16] 
The secrecy rate cumulative distribution function (CDF) distribution for the kth best BS in presence of the best eavesdropper as
where ρ = (P i /σ 2 ) denotes SNR; ζ k and ζ e are the received path gain distributions from kth best BS and best eavesdropper, respectively. Henceforth, we consider the high SNR regime, where >> 1 to make the analyses tractable and obtain closed form expressions. Moreover, the high SNR regime acts an upper bound for the achievable secrecy capacity as it should always be a non-negative value.
III. AVERAGE SECRECY RATE CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we derived a closed form expression for the path gain distribution of a specific user and eavesdropper considering two particular BS-user association scenarios. The first is when a mobile user associates itself with the best BS in terms of the received path gain and the second one is association with any potential BS that provides the kth maximum received path gain. In analytical framework, this assumption implies that the maximum path gain distribution governs the achievable secrecy rate amongst the particular mobile user and the best or the kth best BS. In line with this motive, we derived closed form expressions of the path gain distributions and later the average secrecy rates for the considered BS-user association cases.
A. Path Gain Distributions
Let us consider the first scenario where a generic mobile user chooses a BS that provide the user with the maximum path gain and associates itself with it.
Lemma 1: Considering an I-tier heterogeneous network, the path gain distribution between a typical user and the best BS (ζ k ) can be given as
Proof: Proof is given in Appendix A. 1 Here, we made a slight change of notation by denoting the channel vector and the distance between the kth BS and the typical user (eavesdropper) as h k (h e ) and r k (r e ), respectively. Now let us consider the second scenario where the BS-user association varies according the received path gain. A similar scenario is studied in [16] in which secrecy capacity achieving protocols that exploit the variation of fading channel with time are formulated. Whereas, Gopala et al. [18] formulated a transmission policy in which a BS communicates with a user only when the channel coherence interval exceeds the predetermined constant. Subsequently, the path gain distribution in this case can be derived according to the following lemma.
Lemma 2: The path gain distribution between a typical user and the kth best BS (ζ k ) for an I-tier network is given by
Proof: See Appendix B. Remark: The path gain distribution between a typical eavesdropper and the best and the kth best BS can also be given in a similar fashion as Lemmas 1 and 2 where the antenna array gain function is given according to (6) .
B. Average Secrecy Rate Distributions
In this section, we used the prior results derived in Section III-A to formulate the closed form expressions for the secrecy outage probability and average secrecy rate for the respective BS-user association scenarios.
Lemma 3: The CDF of the achievable secrecy rate (secrecy outage probability) between the best BS and the typical user in presence of the best eavesdropper is given according to
where
Proof: See Appendix C. The probability density function (PDF) of the secrecy rate can be calculated by differentiating (11) with respect to R s and we obtain
Consequently, the achievable average secrecy rate with respect to the best BS-user association in the presence of the best eavesdropper can be derived by invoking the secrecy rate distribution given in (14) and integrate it over all possible values of R s as stated in Proposition 1 below. 
log(2)
.
Proof: See Appendix D. The following remark can be made from the average secrecy expression derived in (15) assuming a single antenna BS.
Corollary 2: Let every BS at the ith tier be equipped with a single antenna and considering similar fading conditions at the user and eavesdroppers, the average secrecy rate assuming the best BS-user association (R Ĉ s ) can be given as
Proof: Proof follows directly from Proposition 1 by substituting N i t = 1. Remark: It can be noted that the above expression is precisely the same as the achievable secrecy rate found in the AWGN channel [31] . Futhermore, it is evident from (16) that the average secrecy rate depends only on the path loss exponent and the densities of the nodes. In addition, the average secrecy rate is independent of fading.
Considering the case where user associates itself with respect to the kth best BS, the secrecy rate distribution can be derived according to the following lemma.
Lemma 4: The CDF of secrecy rate distribution for the link between a target user and the kth best BS in presence of the best eavesdropper can be given as
Proof: The derivation is given in Appendix E. The PDF of the secrecy rate distribution can derived in a similar way as in Lemma 3 via differentiating (17) with respect to R s and we get
The average secrecy rate under the kth BS-user association is derived by invoking the PDF given in (18) as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: The achievable average secrecy rate under the kth best BS scenarioRC s is given by (19) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Proof: See Appendix F. Remarks: It is worth to mention here that Proposition 3 converges to Proposition 1 derived in the preceding sections by substituting k = 1 and n = 1.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we provide simulation results in order to validate the average secrecy rate expressions derived in Section III for the two BS-user association scenarios varying different parameters such as eavesdropper density, number of antennas, fading parameters and the target rate.
We considered a downlink multitier heterogeneous network where the BSs at each tier are equipped with ten transmit antennas, i.e., N i t = 10 serving a maximum of ten users, i.e., M = 10, distributed within the coverage area of the macrocell BS. The eavesdroppers and end users are assumed to be single antenna nodes. The small cells are derived according to Voronoi tessellations and a stochastic geometry tool is applied for the system model shown in Fig. 1 . Moreover, the channel is modeled according Nakagami-m fading channel.
In Fig. 2 , we compared the secrecy outage probability against the threshold rate required by the user for different eavesdropper densities given in Lemma 3.
It is intuitive to note that for fixed target rate, introducing more number of eavesdroppers to the system will upturn the likelihood of the transmitted information being wiretapped. Therefore, the probability of the multitier heterogeneous network to be in the secrecy outage increases with eavesdropper density where as the secrecy capacity will decrease subsequently. Moreover, the simulation results and the analytic closed form expression derived in Lemma 3 are in close approximation illustrating the accuracy of the derived expression of the average secrecy rate. It is also possible to conclude from Fig. 2 that as threshold target rate rises, it becomes almost impossible for the macrocell and microcell BSs due to physical constraints or scarcity of frequency resources in order to satisfy the rate demand of mobile users. As a result, increasing the target rate will yield in higher secrecy outage probability. In Fig. 3 , we illustrated the secrecy outage probability as a function of the kth best BS for different number of antenna arrays. Moreover, the accuracy of the analytical result given according to Lemma 4 is compared with the simulated one. For this particular simulation the parameters considered are: λ e = 0.001, λ s = 0.01, and α = 2. Also the target rate is kept constant at R s = 0.1 bits/s. It is evident from the figure that the higher the BS index is, 2 the worse the secrecy outage probability becomes. In other words, the further the node from BS or the lower the received path gain is, the more concern it will incur on the confidentiality of transmitted message. Fig. 3 also illustrated the advantage of having more number of antennas at the BS located at the ith tier. As the number of antenna increase, the secrecy outage probability decreases due to the fact that with more antennas we get more degree of freedom for transmission of the information. Fig. 4 depicts the achievable average secrecy rate versus eavesdropper density for different number of antennas at the BSs located at each tier serving fixed number of users. The analytic expression given in Proposition 3 (18) matches perfectly to the simulation results obtained over 1000 Monte Carlo simulation run. In a similar context to Fig. 2 , the average secrecy rate monotonically decreases with introducing more number of eavesdroppers to the system. The advantage of adding more antennas to the BS at the ith tier, provided that issue of interference is dealt with, can also be observed here as higher average secrecy rate is achieved 2 The best BS index can be understood in terms of separation distance from the BS or the best received path (fading) gain. using ten antennas than five for a particular eavesdropper density. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of fading has on the average secrecy rate with respect to the kth best BS index. It can be concluded from the figure that under Log-normal fading raising the variance of the legitimate user (σ l ) will have direct effect on (12) and (13) which in turn increase the secrecy capacity. However, regardless of the variance or the type of fading assumed, the average secrecy rate decreases in exactly the same manner for BS-user association based on the distance or the received path gain. For the sake of highlighting the above argument, the average secrecy rate under Rayleigh fading channel is shown and is compared with log-normal fading of parameters μ l = μ e = 0 and σ l = σ e = 6dB. In addition, the relationship between the kth best node index and the secrecy capacity shown in Fig. 5 consolidates the results shown in Fig. 4 in such a way that the farthest a certain node is from a BS or as the received path gain gets lower, the secrecy rate falls down leaving the communication system more susceptible to external eavesdroppers. Fig. 6 shows the secrecy outage as a function of eavesdropper density in comparison with the schemes mentioned in [31, Proposition 1] and [26, eq. (8) ] to the analytical results stated according to Lemma 4. Note that we assumed a single tier network while plotting this figure. We considered following parameters: λ s = 0.001, k = 1, N = 1, and α = 2. Wang et al. [31] and Vuppala and de Abreu [26] considered the case of best eavesdropper while we have taken into account of the general case of nth best eavesdropper with the help of stochastic geometric tools. It is evident from the figure that as we increase the target secrecy rate, the secrecy outage probability increases. It also can be noted that as the value of n increases, the secrecy outage probability decreases. It can be explained from the fact that the eavesdropper with lesser received path gain has minimal effect on secure communication.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, security analysis for a multitier heterogeneous network for two types of BS-users association solely based on the received path gain is studied. Homogeneous PPP process is assumed to model the location distribution of the BSs and eavesdroppers. Later, the analytic closed form expression for the path gain distribution, the secrecy outage probability and achievable average secrecy rate are characterized under the association scenarios. Relevant simulation results are given at the end to validate the proposed lemmas and propositions within this paper. Furthermore, as a future work considering these concept of kth best BS association, we can evaluate number of BSs that cooperate to provide the user with higher gains in cooperative networks. In these cases, it is utmost important to identify the K * best source nodes, out of K, that can communicate securely with the destination. We can also identify the security region of the network comprising of such ordered K * best nodes. This security region may be useful in protected environments where communication needs to be secured under a given set of transmitters. Furthermore, the analytical results derived in this paper can be helpful in determining the number of eavesdroppers which can participate in collusion.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Here, let us assume a point process where the points represents the path loss between a typical user assumed to be located at the origin and active BSs. Let a path gain point process, thus be defined according to i {N i t r
The intensity function of i (before fading) can be obtained by using Mapping theorem [34] as
As a result of fading, a point of i will get displaced to a new location according to {y i h i i }. Hence, the intensity of the new marked point process of intensityλ i can be obtained by the displacement theorem [34] aŝ
After substituting (20) and (22) into (21), we get
Thus for all available network tiers, using the superposition property of PPPs [35] , the density of the process i can be given asλ
After obtaining the intensity of the point process after fading, the path gain distribution for the best BS-user association can be obtained using the void probability of a PPP [36] in the interval (z, ∞) as
Solving the above integral results in (9) which will conclude the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Let us denote the path gain distribution among the kth best BS node to typical user by Fζ k . From [34] , the distribution function Fζ k can be derived according to
where (z,∞) represents the intensity measure given as
Note here that the intensity measure given in (27) can be calculated from the proof of Lemma 1. The proof is concluded after solving the above integral and substituting it to (26) .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 3
After obtaining the path gain distribution for a typical user and eavesdropper association with the best BS as stated in Appendix A, the secrecy rate distribution FĈ s under this scenario can be derived following from (8) for high SNR regime, i.e., ρ → ∞, as follows: 
where β(x) = x 2 R s and the density functions are given according to Lemma After solving the above integral, we will get (15) .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Similar to Appendix C, the CDF for the secrecy outage probability under the kth BS-user and eavesdropper association can be derived by invoking the path gain distribution between the kth BS and a typical user as shown in Lemma 2. Using (8), the secrecy distribution function of the kth best BS-user link can be given as After substituting the respective expressions and assuming a high SNR regime, the resulting distribution function (32) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Simplifying further, the integral in (31) can be written as The proof concludes by solving the closed-form expression of (33).
APPENDIX F PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
The average secrecy rate for the kth best BS-user associationRC The proof concluded after solving the closed-form expression for the integral as shown by (19) .
